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Abstract— Tabu Search (TS) metaheuristic improves simplelocal search algorithms (e.g. steepest ascend hill-climbing) byenabling the algorithm to escape local optima points. It hasshown to be useful for addressing several combinatorialoptimization problems. This paper investigates theperformance of TS and considers the effects of the size of theTabu list and the size of the neighbourhood for a proceduralcontent generation, specifically the generation of maps for apopular tabletop game called Terra Mystica. The resultsvalidate the feasibility of the proposed method and how it canbe used to generate maps that improve existing maps for thegame.
Index Terms—Optimization, Procedural ContentGeneration, Tabu Search, Terra Mystica.
I.INTRODUCTION
Tabu Search (TS) is a general-purpose metaheuristicwhich has been used for solving complex combinatorialproblems, typically instances of NP-hard problems [1]. TSimproves local search algorithms in a sense it containsmechanisms for escaping local optima by maintaining a listof prohibited features, which prevents the algorithm fromtrying previously considered solutions repeatedly. Theperformance of TS is supposed to be affected by someparameters like the size of the Tabu list and, like in othermetaheuristics, the neighbourhood size [2].One of the applications of metaheuristics is automaticlandscape generation, which is one of the many challengesaddressed by designers of online and tabletop games [3].The reasons for such include complex domain-relatedrequirements when generating realistic maps and theconcern of providing a balanced distribution of resourcesand allow equal victory conditions for players withcomparable skills [4].This is the case in Terra Mystica TM, which is a Eurotabletop game in which players transform the landscape tospread their factions. The distribution of the terrain typesacross the map affects the cost for such an action and,consequently, the chances of victory for each player. Thepresence of a complex set of domain-related constraintsincreases the difficulty of solving this problem.This study focuses on the performance of TS and theeffects of the Tabu list and neighbourhood size whengenerating maps for TM. In other words, how the qualityand the balance, as captured by measurable requirements,
change according to these parameters. There has been nopractical investigation in this regard in the literature, to thebest of the authors' knowledge.The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:Section 2 reviews the use of TS for content generation andconsiderations about its implementation, including theneighbourhood. In section 3, we describe theimplementation of the TS algorithm. Next, Section 4provides an overview of the obtained results and Section 5elaborates on the effects of different neighbourhood andTabu list sizes. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes contributionsof this work and gives suggestions for future research.
II.RELATEDWORK
Tabu search, which was introduced [1] by Fred W. Gloverin 1986, is a metaheuristic that employs local searchmethods used for mathematical optimization and expands itssolution space beyond local optimality. TS enhances localsearch methods by loosening their rule [5]: if no bettersolutions are available in the search space at the current step,worsening moves can be accepted. In addition, in order todiscourage the search from making cycles, Tabu list ofpreviously visited solutions is maintained. Thesemodifications help the algorithm avoid being stuck in a localoptimum.Several aspects have been noticed to affect Tabu searchperformance. The size of the Tabu list influences the amountof previously visited neighbours kept in memory. Accordingto Taillard [6], if the Tabu list size is too small, the searchprocess may frequently return to the solutions previouslyvisited, creating cycles. On the other hand, beneficial movesmay be rejected with large Tabu list size, leading to theexploration of less optimal solutions and taking a largernumber of iterations to converge. One more aspect toconsider in TS, likewise in other metaheuristics, is the sizeof the neighbourhood. Examining the whole neighbourhoodin TS generally yields high-quality solutions but can be verycomputationally expensive if the neighbourhood size isconsiderable [2].Map generation is an essential part of automatic contentgeneration in games and offers ground for the application ofseveral metaheuristics [4]. One of the first examples of mapgeneration was reported for Almansur Battlegrounds [7], aturn-based computer game. A similar method was alsoemployed to Dune 2, which is a real-time strategy game inwhich the terrain affects the performance of the player [8].Both studies succeeded in producing playable maps,although the authors recognize that map balance issues werenot completely resolved. Studies applying geneticalgorithms (GA) and genetic programming (GP) for Siphon[9] and Planet Wars [10] have been reported and achievedimprove studies rated in a comparatively small search space,which is not the case for more realistic maps. Interestingly,there has been a limited amount of work demonstrating theuse of computation techniques for generating maps intabletop games [11].An important factor to consider in map generation isproviding equal chances of winning to players of equal skillsand that no starting position can guarantee victory [12].According to [3], map balance is often achieved by
evaluation functions consisting of features andcorresponding weights inferred by the game designer.Another method involves the use of artificial agents toplaytest several maps, which is a time-consuming process.Examples of evaluation function-based methods for mapbalance include studies on StarCraft [13], Civilization [14]and PacMan [15] games. A similar methodology wasproposed by Ashlock et.al using dynamic programming todesign more suitable fitness functions [16]. Again, there hasbeen no significant amount of work applied to tabletopgames, and none in the case of TM.
III.METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the evaluation function basedupon a set of requirements to ensure balance in TM maps.Moreover, it presents the implementation details of theexperimented TS implementation.
A.Map evaluation and search space in Terra Mystica
Maps in TM should attempt to satisfy certainrequirements involving the distribution of terrains across themap. The requirements chosen for this study are as follows:a non-river hexagon cannot have one or more neighbours ofidentical terrain type (REQ1); a river hexagon should havefrom one to three river neighbours to avoid formation oflakes, which hinder the development of certain factions, e.g.Mermaids (REQ2); all river hexagons should be connected(REQ3); a land hexagon should be a neighbour to at leastone other land hexagon that can be terraformed usingexactly one spade (REQ4). Terraforming is one of the mainactions that a player takes to expand his/her faction, and itscost is directly proportional to the number of spadesbetween the target terrain and the home terrain. Forexample, two spades separate the mountain (grey) terrainand desert (yellow) terrain shown in Fig 1.
Fig. 1. A player board indicating the terraforming circle.
While REQ1 and REQ3 encourage the generation ofmaps closely resembling the official map published by thedevelopers, REQ2 and REQ4 prevent the algorithm fromintroducing imbalanced regions across the map. Theevaluation function calculates the number of violations ofeach requirement and computes the score of the map as thetotal amount of requirement violations. The objective of theTS is, therefore, to minimize such an objective function.A TM map contains 77 land tiles (11 of each terrain type)and 36 river tiles, organized in a fixed layout of 9 rows andup to 13 columns. Such characteristics give rise to a searchspace of approximately 3.7 * 1089 candidate solutions.
B.Tabu Search implementation in this study
Our TS implementation follows the original algorithmintroduced by Glover [12] with some domain-specificcustomization where it is necessary.Firstly, a candidate solution is an instance of a full mapand described as an array of 113 positions containing a charvalue specifying the terrain type. Second, the stoppingcondition for TS is met when the running time reaches fiveminutes, which is an upper bound of convergence time asdetermined by initial tests. The algorithm receives thefollowing two input parameters: the size of the Tabu list andthe size of the neighbourhood in which TS investigatescandidate solutions.
(a) Functionality of a perturb operator
(b) State of the map after perturb operator changes the terrain types
Fig. 2. Perturb operator.
A candidate solution is obtained from the current solutionby applying the perturb operator, i.e. changing the terraintypes of 6 randomly selected hexagons, as illustrated in Fig.2. After obtaining the array A of random hexagons, for i in[0; 4], the terrain at position A[i] replaces the terrain atposition A[i+1] with A[5] subsequently replacing A[0].
IV.RESULTS
In this study, the null hypothesis is stated as there is nosuch correlation between the score of the best solution foundby the TS algorithm and the size of the neighbourhood andthe size of the Tabu list. Several parameters values havebeen tested: 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and 100 were considered forthe Tabu list size; 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 for neighbourhoodsize. For each hyperparameter, the algorithm was executed30 times, while the stopping criterion was met when TSrunning time exceeded five-minutes. Fig. 3 presents themean score and the standard deviation for each combinationof parameters.The Tabu list size of 50 and neighbourhood size of 75showed the best mean score (28.3). It can be observed thatthe performance slightly improves with the increase of theneighbourhood size. However, the size of the Tabu list doesnot seem to have a significant impact, since the mean scoresacross all values of this parameter are similar. The map withthe best overall score shown in Fig. 4 was obtained with theTabu list size of 75 and neighbourhood size of 75, with itsscore equal to 14.0.
Fig. 3. Mean score for each neighbourhood size.
After obtaining the results of hyperparameteroptimization, the one-way ANOVA (ANalysis Of Variance)[13] was performed to determine whether the dependence ofevaluation score on neighbourhood size and tabu list size arestatistically significant. All characteristics of the data thatare relevant for ANOVA are detailed in Table 1. Fordetermining the critical value, alpha = 0.05 was used, whichcorresponds to a 95% confidence level.The results do not allow one to reject the null hypothesisand state that this parameter has a statistically significantimpact on the results. Conversely, F-value forneighbourhood size is larger than the critical value, whichsuggests that this parameter can affect the results of the TSalgorithm.
(a) Original Map
(b) Fjords
(c) FireIce
(d) Best map obtained by TS (Tabu list size 75 and neigborhood size 75).
Fig. 4. Terra Mystica maps.
TABLE I: ONE-WAYANOVARESULTS
Parameter SSOb SSOw df1 df2 F-value F-minSize of theneighbourhood 209.8 13597 4 895 3.45 2.39
Tabu list size 23.84 13783 5 894 0.31 2.22
V.DISCUSSION
The results show that the Tabu list size in TS did notsignificantly change the performance of the algorithm forthis particular problem domain. This contrasts with severalother applications, where the TS performance is typicallyaffected by this parameter [14,15]. Neighbourhood size, onthe other hand, influences the results directly, which isconsistent with some of the previously performedexperiments reporting a positive correlation between thevalues [16].This study has validated the use of TS for search-basedprocedural content generation, in particular, map generationfor Terra Mystica tabletop game. The requirements for abalanced resource distribution among the factions in thegame have been met. This fact challenges the doubts on theuse of the algorithms for creative tasks because the utilizedtechnique, as well as potentially many others, can enliventhe game by introducing new maps and, as a consequence,richer playing experience. Interestingly, some requirementsare often more disregarded than others, as shown in Table 2.Table 2 shows that the maps released by the developersdo not violate requirements REQ1 and REQ3, while mapsgenerated by Tabu search perform better with REQ2 and
REQ3. The success of REQ3 can be explained by therelative simplicity of its implementation using the DFSgraph traversal algorithm to find strongly connectedcomponents (i.e. rivers). Issues regarding REQ4 are presentin all maps, as this requirement is violated the most. Thereason for this might be the nature of the perturb operatorwe have used for this study. More sophisticated operatorscould be used to refine the performance of the Tabu searchon REQ4.
TABLE II: THE NUMBER OF TIMES EACH REQUIREMENT IS VIOLATED
Map Score(Ftot) REQ1 REQ2 REQ3 REQ4TabuSearch 14 4 3 1 6OriginalMap 9 0 3 0 6Fire andIce 12 0 3 0 9
Fjords 9 0 0 0 9
The need for new experiences in TM board game hasdriven the PCG using metaheuristics to be applied forbalanced maps generation. User satisfaction from theengaging game with fair faction distribution in the map canbe achieved with the aforementioned algorithm. The successof the method can be seen in online platforms like `TM AI'https://lodev.org/tmai. Taking into account the number ofreleased maps, only two so far, this algorithm can producethe maps which can potentially be commercialized.
VI.CONCLUSION
The paper demonstrates how Tabu search metaheuristiccan be applied to the task of generating maps for the TerraMystica board game. Solutions for the tackled problem werehighly anticipated by the large community of players anddevelopers. Subsequently, the study showed how thegenerate-and-test approach could be used to obtain balancedand playable maps that can greatly enhance the replayabilityvalue of the game. Moreover, a statistical analysis of theeffect of neighbourhood and Tabu list size in TS on theevaluation score was conducted. ANOVA failed to prove ordisprove the hypothesis of direct dependency between Tabulist size and results of TS. However, statistical analysis ofneighbourhood size suggested that there exists a correlationbetween the parameter and evaluation score.In future research, the focus should be placed on theexpansion of the set of requirements and evaluation functionwith the use of mathematical modelling. It is also significantto apply other combinatorial optimization techniquesincluding Particle Swarm and Ant Colony Optimization tofully estimate the potential of such evolutionary algorithmswith regard to PCG. Moreover, the study on the effects ofneighbourhood size needs to be investigated with regard to alarger set of metaheuristics and problem domains.
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